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The Empyrean was elected EB-5 project gold standard 

 

Arizona, Scottsdale 2012-09-26 (PRIMEZONE) - U.S. investment company Empyrean West successful strategic 

advisory and ample funds provided by the Global Private Funding to strengthen its position in the United States 

within the U.S. government Immigrant Investor Program ('EB-5') guidelines to influence the scope of employment 

creation. relevant terms are not disclosed.  

Global Private Funding for next month's series dished out an olive branch to the Empyrean EB-5 regional center 

project funded cleared the way, when the the Empyrean will hotel industry (Hyatt and Marriott, health care 

industry (Miller Architects) and energy industry (U.S. Fuel and an undisclosed Native American tribes goal.  

EB-5 project will allow private companies to potential foreign investors to apply for a U.S. immigrant visa capital 

investment in the United States, thus creating employment for Americans. According to the strict guidelines of the 

EB-5 foreign investor shall be made a minimum of U.S. $ 500,000 in a new commercial enterprise the amount of 

the investment, and create 10 jobs within two years at least, in order to obtain permanent U.S. resident status for 

themselves and their families. investors generally get temporary green card through the EB-5 project, the family 

of investors during this period educated in the United States, the EB-5 project to build a bridge leading to the 

permanent residents of the United States will provide investors and investors are expected to recover the 

investment within five to seven years.  

Empyrean responsible Jay Carter and David Keller said that since the U.S. Congress in 1992 authorized the 

establishment of the EB-5 pilot projects since the project has been the logic and legal accountability complexity 

difficult to implement and maintain, whether in honest foreign investors in legitimate commercial enterprises within 

their quoted some recent examples, including investment projects fail due to financial mismanagement Mamtek 

sucralose plant in Moberly City, Missouri, as well as U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Bureau 

unprecedented halt the project of Victorville, California, Victorville Regional Center erroneously linked to the 

creation of employment and a wastewater treatment plant.  

Empyrean West use the best practices in corporate management of the person in charge to rectify the problems 

the project, their business experience, including some well-known U.S. Fortune 50 international enterprises 

(including Kraft and Procter & Gamble business unit. Responsible for human Empyrean West bring operational 

Arizona's first experience of the approved regional centers - to understand the end-to-end control of the need to 

effectively manage a large number of enterprises parameters. Empyrean West to develop measurable other EB-5 

projects gold standard '- which is its Global Private Funding look to the advantages.  

Empyrean Chief Executive Officer David Keller said: 'Empyrean Liberty Tracker proprietary software is the core of 

its unique system of protection of foreign investors. Unconventional use of foreign investors EB-5 escrow account 

through a strategic partnership on compliance matters rigorous due diligence, and the enterprises themselves to 

levy fines - Empyrean's efforts, not just for foreign investors, developers and the United States to impose the most 

stringent commercial lending standards - and even the company does not fulfill the employment obligation 

workers to create successful enterprises for sustainable development. '  

Empyrean West Jay Carter, director of operations, said: 'Empyrean system and all other systems, the biggest 

difference is that the EB-5 projects are often out of touch with investors, they tend to be a broker by a group of 

uncontrolled charge investors 20,000 U.S. dollars to 50,000 U.S. dollars of funds, but it usually does not have any 

effectiveness. Empyrean allows direct registration of foreign investors to fully understand the investment, direct 

investment and synchronization informed investment process we practice to protect foreign investors to ensure 

secure stable income flow, and to establish a business in order to ensure income security in our own way. '  

Global in Century City, California incubation center Andrew Halarewicz, senior vice president and branch 

manager, said: 'Only Empyrean has appropriate control and monitoring system, to protect the safety of investors' 

funds and ensure the success of the project. The Empyrean electronic data exchange with wages single, escrow 

account, legal and banking systems are combined to provide a comprehensive and transparent service for 

foreign investors, developers, and the citizens of the United States and Immigration Services Bureau (USCIS). '  
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Empyrean West partnership with Global Private Funding, will compensate for the Empyrean West disadvantaged 

in international business, foreign government relations, safety, and access to private equity booster the 

Empyrean successfully completed the construction phase of the business-critical, thus achieving a significant 

expansion from the one in the southwest region directly influence the development of the company across the 

country, there is an important contribution to the economic development company.  

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Global Private Funding, said Sam Senev: 'As a truly global private equity 

lending company, we are very familiar with how to deal with the foreign investors and high net worth clients. Even 

one percent of the investor funds black money, the entire investment will have problems, so Global standard 

operating procedures, including the source of funds strict tracking and investors in the background of the 

implementation of a comprehensive review of this caution on the program will protect the Empyrean project away 

from the funds of dubious origin, help to ensure the success of the program. '  

A big step the Empyrean is committed to become a powerful engine to increase jobs and, while reconstruction EB-

5 Program, and the American Dream prestige marks, Global support of Empyrean Empyrean towards its ambition 

in the next three months, to be after the completion of the appointment of the branch manager, Empyrean will 

enter China, Korea, Vietnam, and India, and further expansion of its international business territory.  

Empyrean West, LLC identification can be downloaded from the following address: 

http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/prs/?pkgid=14867  

Contact: David C. Keller  

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer  

Empyrean West LLC.  

17470 N. Pacesetter Way  

Suite 226  

Scottsdale, AZ 85255  

DKeller@EmpyreanWest.com  

480-797-6475  

Terry Gubatan  

Vice president of the bank Outsourcing Services  

Global Private Funding Inc.  

1875 Century Park East  

7th Floor  

Century City, CA 90067  

TerryGubatan@GlobalPrivateFunding.com  

917-746-4636  
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